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AA in Communication Studies
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Outcome
Assessment/
Measurement

Result Use of Results

Apply theory and research findings
in communication studies to their
professionals and personal
relationships.

Survey, embedded questions
measuring listening skills, public
speaking skills, power point skills,
working in groups and interpersonal
relationship skills with 9
respondents

Respondents were asked to rate
their increase in skills in the
following areas:
Public Speaking-
A lot 88.9%, not at all 11.1%
Listening skills -
A lot 55.6%, Some 33.3%, not at
all 11.1%
Power point skills-
A lot 44.4%, Some 33.3%, Not at
all 22.2%
Working in groups skills-
A lot 55.6%, Some 22.2%, A little
11.1%, not at all 11.1%
Increased Personal Relationship
comm. skills
A lot 66.7%, Some 22.2%, A little
11.1%

The results of this measurement
confirm that 90% of all respondents
have increased their public
speaking skills which confirms that
our approach in integrating a public
speaking component in all CMUN
courses is working. The remainder
of the skills range likely depending
on what coursework was
completed. Increased Personal
Relationship skills had above
average results, with small group
skills and listening skills with nearly
the same statistical outcome.
Power point skills are continually a
challenge for communication faculty
to increase competency in students
since we don't have time to
integrate that component into our
class curriculum. To improve on this
skill, we are requiring students to
complete power point presentations
and encouraging students by
offering extra credit to complete
CSIS/CMUN 129- MS Power point
classes in conjunction with their
communication coursework.

Engage in professional public
discourse with application of
research,organization,reasoning
and oral presentation.

Survey, Statistical analysis of 9
respondents

100% of respondents completed
CMUN 1A, Public Speaking that
requires professional public
discourse

While we anticipated nearly all
students would complete CMUN 1A,
we do offer a variety of CMUN
courses. All CMUN courses
regardless of section are requiring
a public speaking component, so if
a student doesn't complete 1A, they
will be challenged to successfully
complete this PLO, integrated into
the SLOs of all CMUN coursework.

This A.A.and/or certificate(s)will
inform future employers,college
asmission offices and professional
institutions that you have received
specialized training in
communication skills.

Survey, Statistical compilation of
completion of AA degrees versus
Certificates of 9 respondents

33.3% of respondents completed
the AA, 88.9% completed the
Certificates. 9 respondents
reporting

Communication faculty are tracking
and completing communication
certificate applications as well as
directing students completing AA
degrees to respective counselors
to keep them on track to success.
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